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Public
SOLUTIONS
I am for a rapid return to the foundational principles this country was established on. The ultimate reasons our quality of life is suffering is due to the
religious worldviews of those ruling/ruining the planet and all life on it. The theory of evolution and resulting atheism are factually linked to eugenic
fascism, abortion, etc. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMWGgY6wT30&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 and it is these religions that are allowing
people, in the minds of the so called "ruling elite", to become so greedy, blood thirsty and cruel that all the rest of us are losing our freedoms, rights,
and our lives.
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279
THE BILL OF RIGHTS

1.

First Amendment issues – Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment or prohibition of religion
1.
It is therefore the absolute right of every citizen to practice the religion of their choice, to hold their beliefs, to speak their mind
on any and all topics so long as practicing their religion is not murdering other people or otherwise raping, pillaging and
plundering crimes of violence to persons or property
2.
In the educational setting it is the right of all persons, students and teachers to practice their faith openly without
embarrassment or harassment; so long as the course curriculum and educational standard is not interrupted thereby for undue
periods beyond a reminder to all present that it is a constitutionally protected right
3.
In government or the work place, it is the absolute right of all persons, political or otherwise to practice their faith openly without
shame or repercussions
4.
In the residence or workplace, if such a location is inherently of one religious belief that specifically tells them to have no
fellowship with persons committing acts such as adultery, fornication, homosexuality, it is the absolute right of that location to
fire or prohibit such persons from seeking employment in that location. GET IT STRAIGHT PEOPLE, WHO YOU HAVE SEX
WITH IS A CHOICE, AN ACT, not a protected attribute of existence, people have the right to “discriminate” against offensive
actions to their faith if the inherent organization is all about that faith! COMMON SENSE PEOPLE, the Boy Scouts has the
absolute RIGHT and DUTY NOT to hire pedophiles and homosexuals! Frankly, if we held the wicked judges accountable for
going against such common sense in protecting children from openly professing predators; by making any of them ruling in
such a way that allows such predation to occur to be held accountable for the crimes perpetrated by such homosexuals and
pedophiles they encouraged to enter into such godly establishments; I do not think there would be such perversions of justice
and improper conduct ocurring from their benches any longer; despite what bribes were thrown their way to destroy this nation
and it's godly heritage.
5.
Any all male organization of a Judeo-Christian foundation, has the absolute right to excommunicate, ban from employment,
persons such as openly practice and profess a lifestyle CLEARLY PROHIBITED by their religion- THIS MOST DEFINITELY
INCLUDES HOMOSEXUALITY! (Lev 19; Rom 1:26-32) The First Amendment protects moral activities it does NOT protect
satanism or islam or any worldview that calls for the murder of other citizens, or encourages rape, robbery, or other evil and
lawless actions! teach the Truth!http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-scienceproves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-atreatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/you-willknow-truth-truth-will-set-and-keep-you-free/551134041632226 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-isevil/560337004045263 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dangers-of-remaining-ignorant-about-thetimes-we-are-living-in/557410497671247 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restorefreedom/550796821665948
6.
Because sodomites are bringing the wrath of God upon themselves and the nation that embraces such
behavior http://www.pinkoski.com/sodom-a-gomorrah.html, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc ; I propose
marriage be legally defined and recognized as strictly between a man and woman, that no state recognizes “same sex unions”,
which is morally reprehensible behavior and a shame to any society. It is unbelievably SAD that this even needs to be
addressed!
7.
The right to bear arms!
1.
ALL citizens have the absolute right to bear arms! ALL means ALL!
2.
I encourage the open ability to bear on your person at all times the weapon of your choosing either in plain view or
concealed.
3.
I would like to see mandated (with an opt out parental consent) as part of course curriculum as soon as children are
strong enough to wield a weapon without injuring themselves, trained in the proper use; so that by the time they are
18, they can openly possess a weapon of their choosing and be proficient in it’s use.
4.
The greatest crimes against humanity have always been governments that possess too much power over the
people and the only way to keep this in check is to tell citizens openly they have the absolute right to defend
themselves and their loved ones with lethal force if necessary. I would make it publicly known “make my day” laws
are clearly enforceable; that each citizen can defend their person and their family; especially in their homes from
home invasions by anyone INCLUDING government! (NO MORE IRS MOB-LIKE BREAKING AND ENTERING

2.

YOUR HOME AND RESIDENCE WITH WEAPONS FOR NOT PAYING THE CRIMINALS IN CHARGE (CORRUPT
GOVERNMENT, DRUNK WITH EXCESSIVE POWER) “PROTECTION”, “TRIBUTE”, “TAXES”! The government
like all the rest of us should have to obtain a judgment for any and all money they claim is due and AT MOST have
the ability to garnish wages IF AND ONLY IF, what remains is sufficient to live on! FRANKLY, ALL taxes upon
citizens (not tariffs or trade taxation of foreigners or foreign made products) but ALL taxes by elected officials upon
the electorate (resident citizens they SUPPOSEDLY represent) is a form of oppression and tyranny! In the United
States and around the world COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY!
1.
i.
My proposal – make all taxes permanently ILLEGAL!
NEVER AGAIN TO BE PLACED UPON THE SHOULDERS OF CITIZENS!
2.
ii.
NEVER ALLOW THE GOVERNMENT TO SELL
TREASURY BILLS OR BORROW MONEY FROM ANYONE OR ANY ENTITY BECAUSE IT IS
COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY! (and, as far as I’m concerned, TREASONOUS)
3.
iii.
Make the Federal Reserve and all associated mints once
again directly controlled by the US government in behalf of the people and restore the right to mint
currency as necessary for the nation’s solvency
4.
iv.
Inherent national natural resources “pay” for quality
education, healthcare, firefighters, police powers, military, disability insurance, “welfare”, retirement
pensions and other agreed social services!
5.
v.
The IRS employees instead of being charged with
monitoring the public would be in charge of monitoring government spending and giving the public
accountability of our elected officials! (They would process the revenues of the natural resources and
allocate funds to the various social services of government and NEVER again be breaking your doors
down threatening your lives and that of your loved ones and to steal your home or business out from
under you)! That is absolutely identical to criminal mob-like behavior and is NOT to be tolerated by any
civilized and sane society!
6.
RE-ESTABLISH AMERICA AS IT WAS FOUNDED TO BE!
1.
Do away with Wallstreet, publicly traded stocks and options!
1.
i.
Multi-national entities have become
so large and influential as to corrupt political officials to the suffering of billions of
souls on the planet
2.
ii.
No way to hold the multi-nationals
accountable behind armies of attorneys and personal anonymity
3.
iii.
No more price setting and fluctuation
of commodities that form the foundation of economies like food and
transportation costs (oil)
4.
iv.
In order to make money citizens have
to provide products or services; keeping the public employed locally and
nationally! Wallstreet allows the rich to simply loan money to multinationals taking
jobs overseas and paying slave wages making living conditions worse for the
vast majority of humanity but small businesses with conspicuous owners and
managers are more easily held accountable civilly and criminally and morally to
providing the people that work for them LIVING WAGES! (Doing away with the
excessive greed of CEOs making billions and tens of millions while they layoff
employees)
Create consumer watch advocacy entities, like the FTC should be, only this would be a conglomerate of attorneys of all kinds of
specializations that represent the poor and oppressed to fight the wealthy entities until there is once again a balance between consumers
and manufacturers or service providers. SPECIFICALLY to fight corruption in:
1.
i.
Medical malpractice and especially hospital homicides
2.
ii.
Insurance frauds where insurers deny claims of the chronically or terminally ill
because they know the person will be dead or is too sick to fight them
3.
iii.
Insurance frauds (life insurance) that don’t seek out beneficiaries of policies but
make it the responsibility of claimants when the policy was paid for already
4.
iv.
Billing frauds like Verizons’ and other phone companies mystery charges, duplicate
billing, duplicate collections etc. they’ve been busted for ONLY instead of paying government fines, they have to PAY the
victims (consumers)
5.
v.
Collections frauds where a consumer disputes a debt only to have another
collection agency tack on more fees and continue as if it wasn’t disputed in the first place would be held criminally and civilly
liable
6.
vi.
I would like to make it mandatory that no credit reporting agency can report a
derogatory claim without verifying with the consumer FIRST, and any disputed CLAIM forced into immediate arbitration
provided as part of this social service to protect consumers from the wealthy oppressors of today. (James 2:1-6-9)
7.
DEPROGRAMMING
1.
It is necessary for all souls to realize whether they like it or not the GOD of the HOLY BIBLE is in fact the Creator
and Ruler of His Universe. He has given us CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS for all aspects of life!

3.

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-ispart-1/518695411542756
1.
i.
As such when you are suffering, you must be honest with
yourself and ask if your nation and the people all around you and perhaps even yourself has departed
from following those instructions to your own detriment (Deut 28). If so, then REPENT and RETURN to
GOD and following His Instructions and you will return to a state of blessedness. ALWAYS BE
THANKFUL! DO NOT FORGET AND BECOME IDOLOTERS!
2.
ii.
If you and the general populace are honest, willing to work,
following God’s Instructions and you are suffering then it is definitely because greedy and corrupt
persons are in places of public trust and are wickedly oppressing you either in their incompetence,
ignorance and negligence or by evil intent. GET RID OF CORRUPT AUTHORITIES AND MAKE SURE
ONLY PERSONS FULL OF THE HOLY GHOST ARE IN POSITIONS OF MANIFEST PUBLIC TRUST,
POWER AND AUTHORITY!
NEVER AGAIN ALLOW YOURSELF TO BE BRAINWASHED INTO A SLAVE MENTALITY!
1.
i.
Paying taxes is a form of tribute to greedy, elite oppressors; anyone asking you to
pay them tribute is saying you are subject to them; they are superior to and rule over rather than serve you
2.
ii.
If as a society you ELECT as a whole to PAY for public services, then YOU should
have a say so in how that money is SPENT! But as I’ve mentioned taxes to provide social services to run a country are
completely unnecessary and are only a means to subjugate, control and brainwash the populace.
3.
iii.
NEVER again allow “king of the hill” personalities to tell all the rest of humanity that
they own all the oil, coal, water, food, sunlight and other natural resources God has provided for us all to steward and benefit
from!
4.
iv.
Wild animals and birds and insects build or find homes for themselves, they eat,
drink, mate, and live without having to pay tribute to anyone or anything other than that everything that lives owes its’ existence
to Almighty GOD. (POINT IS, wild animals are FREE, but most of humanity has been turned into slaves!)
5.
v.
When anyone tells you that YOU have to PAY for what they SPEND or BUY, that is
INSANITY and outright OPPRESSION, so NEVER again let propaganda or corrupt politicians tell you that YOU have a “national
debt”, if those corrupt officials borrowed or spent money WHEN THEY OWN THE MINTS AND WERE EMPOWERED
FUNDAMENTALLY TO PROVIDE CURRENCY AS NECESSARY FOR THE NATION’S SOLVENCY, then tell those persons
who spent that money, THEY have to pay; not you and your children for their lunatic borrowing and spending when they didn’t
have to!
6.
vi.
Our government has violated the First Amendment in establishing the religion of the
metaphysical concept of origin being a “big bang” and “evolutionary” without one shred of scientific support to date. It is a
religion fundamentally of a belief system adhered to despite scientific evidence to the contrary.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE The only theory of origin supported by the sciences is that of creationism and
since that is the fact and truth of the Universe in which we exist; it is NOT a violation of the Bill of Rights to teach it. Telling lies
to little kids that they came from monkeys and pond scum IS! NEVER AGAIN ALLOW YOUR CHILDREN TO BE
BRAINWASHED BY INSANE LUNATICS WHO CHOOSE TO BELIEVE A COMPLETE LOAD OF CRAP OVER
FUNDAMENTAL SCIENTIFIC TRUTH! If you do, then you all deserve to be rounded up like the animals you’ve been
successfully brainwashed to believe you are and put in cages until you come into your right minds.
7.
vii.
NEVER again allow the rulers to set prices of commodities!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMm7QYI7Bbg These days the reason so many are suffering is that GREED at the highest
levels has created MONOPOLIES causing suppliers to set prices rather than consumers and so by this corruption and greed we
are no longer a free market society and is why the greedy elite bailed out their buddies while leaving mass millions of us to be
driven out of our homes; losing our entire life’s savings in the process. Make it fundamental law that the poorest among you set
the prices of basic dietary staples and the factors that affect overall costs of goods (such as transportation – oil)! Crossover by
mandate from archaic, polluting, petrol burning engines, to quite, non-polluting hydro-electric and or solar powered motors for
transit; instead.
1.
Conversely, this means elected, intelligent officials must show proof that the poorest citizens are NOT starving
homeless in the streets, NOT being euthanized, NOT being imprisoned, BUT
2.
ALL citizens that are able to work, willing to work have enough of a LIVING WAGE to provide food, clothes and
shelter for themselves!
3.
Medical disabilities might not be TOTAL disabilities; as such more proactive assistance for such citizens needs to be
implemented so those who still want to contribute and be productive are allowed to
4.
the poor and demographics of a region should produce commensurate developments, improvements, when the poor
are driven off like chaff before the wind to make way for the wealthy we have left off being a sane, representative
society into caste oppression, enslavement, and human rights violations leading to outright oppression and
eventually euthanization of any members of society perceived as having little or no worth by such persons as think
such is acceptable behavior being adopted more and more worldwide. This mentality is fundamentally flawed as
ANYONE can become ill, disabled, and reduced to poverty EASILY, so just because the sun is shining on you today
doesn’t mean you won’t have a storm tomorrow; IN OTHER WORDS HUMAN WORTH IS FUNDAMENTALLY
EQUAL! The moment any individual is considered less valuable than another in thinking and practice, we are
headed to VERY DANGEROUS and even LIFE THREATENING trends! Therefore NO MORE RULERS (except

5.

6.

GOD), only PUBLIC SERVANTS! Accountable to the public and treating even the poorest citizens with absolute
respect as an equal human being!
viii.
We must make equal opportunity education for ALL citizens by making it
a right and public service of the nation to obtain at least an employable trade school degree. Higher education is the
right of all citizens that show the aptitude (grades) and attitude (desire), thus we get passionate (and competent)
persons pursuing higher degrees for more technical and responsible positions (such as doctors) rather than just
those who can afford it! (In my opinion, all med students should be REQUIRED to obtain only B grades or above,
any C should result in review as to why and possible dismissal! (doctors are dealing with people lives! Incompetence
can result in lifelong torture or death! They should be held to the highest standards; NOT becoming such just to
become rich! And NOT going to med school just because mommy and daddy are wealthy enough to send them) In
addition, our current system engenders corruption, nepotism and such in politics and law, by making law school
excessively expensive and thereby omitting such persons as would have a natural inclination to sympathize with the
poor and oppressed, the enslaved and imprisoned citizens of our society. Thus the greedy elite employ armies of
attorneys further strengthening their oppression upon consumers, citizens causing rampant fraudulent billing,
slanderous and libelous credit reporting, increasing impoverished citizens which are losing their rights and voice and
even admittance to courts by these measures.
ix.
No jobs – FIRE government officials! The only reason there are no jobs
is by willful intent! (in connection with all the aforementioned) However, REGARDLESS, of greed, corruption,
multinational enslavement of impoverished citizens worldwide, wallstreet (people thinking its okay to make money
by laying off other people, reducing their wages, reducing their benefits, so they can make higher dividends without
a conscience; rather than providing a product or service which is the fundamental foundation of a strong, working
economy), yes, REGARDLESS of these major contributing factors, when there are no jobs of living wages IT IS
THE ABSOLUTE FAULT OF POLITICIANS! All of history shows that politicians can create MORE THAN ENOUGH
JOBS to employ the whole world! ONLY when authorities turn corrupt and selfish, caring about their personal bank
accounts more than others, do such conditions occur! I list dozens of jobs that need doing around the world that
could employ every able soul thrice over worldwide! Just the infrastructure needs in America could employ all
persons now unemployed; so if there are no jobs, it is for the reasons people don’t want to face:
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101

7.
1.
2.

Population management- proven fact birth rates go down and death rates go up during economic crises
Economic crises (depressions and recessions are INTENTIONALLY CAUSED) – this is extremely
simple to do; those who own the mints and control banking processes like the feds, cause
depressions/recessions just like they did repeatedly as often as desired by loose lending followed by a
hangman’s noose:
1.
Step one – inflate real property values by giving 100-110% LTV (loan to value) to individual
homeowners
2.
Step two – provide plastic the same way casinos give people chips; so they detach from the
concept that they are spending real money
3.
Step three – provide legal ways to charge loan shark values like 35$ fees for a 1$ over draft
or increasing the compounded interest rates after seducing a victim and entrapping them
with a low introduction rate
4.
Step four – inundate society with shows, advertisements, and other materialistic values to
drive consumer spending above their means
5.
Step five- AFTER giving plastic cards (inherently worthless), loose loans (100-110%LTV;
again inherently worthless), loose paper money (again inherently worthless), they then get
together with their rich buddies, laugh it up as they reduce wages, lay off jobs, withdraw
loans, increase interest rates on all the worthless credit they gave to all the suckers that were
created by the above steps, and after the poor, slave, suckers, poured their entire life’s
energy and savings into their homes, drive them off with foreclosures and thus the wealthy
elite increase their REAL VALUE NET WORTH by getting YOUR REAL PROPERTY when
all they actually provided was WORTHLESS credit of NO INTRINSIC VALUE
WHATSOEVER! That all the manipulated masses spent on their advertised products and
services and thus were completely scammed out of their houses and years of their hard work
by these controlled and obvious measures, tried and proven historically AND currently.
6.
In this manner, recessions and depressions, are used to control population rates, kill off the
poor, sick, elderly and oppressed, and increase the ruling elite’s real property holdings and
net worth at the expense of the masses that they have so easily manipulated by these
measures
7.
Practice money management the way GOD tells you to and don’t borrow from others; save
instead for all you wish to purchase, if you borrow; you are choosing to be a slave. (Prov
22:7)
1.
If you are a Christian or of the Jewish faith you know it is against God’s
commandments to loan with usury to anyone of the faith, but many are doing just

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

that by participating in wallstreet, note buying, and even direct hard money loans
(Ex 22:5, Lev 25:36,37; Deut 23:19, 20)
Christian landlords COULD show compassion to your tenants under such
oppressive circumstances that exist at present and reduce your rents thereby
potentially alleviating brothers and sisters in the faith and having mercy upon the
poor and needy
If you DON’T give generously to those in need when you have abundance it is
most certain that one day you will be in need and yet no one will help you! (Gal
6:7) conversely, Christ promises great blessings to the cheerful giver (Lk 6:3538)
Some ministries’ methods of taking “pledges” is setting up something almost as
solemn as a vow; rather than just accepting contributions, they use a “pledge”
method to make a person feel guilty if they are unwilling or unable to continue
contributing to such ministries using this method which borders on Christ’s
warnings not to make promises, or swear, or talk of the future as if it is certain
without mentioning God’s will. (Jas 4:13-17; Mt 5:34-36) It’s acceptable to accept
offerings and tithes, it is not acceptable to falsely accuse benefactors,
contributors or partners of making a pledge in the process. (I mention this
because it is linked to the problem of Christianity adopting too much materialism
and greedy practices of the worldly persons cleverly manipulating citizens) It’s
not as bad as citizens being defrauded by our government out of billions through
the illegal income tax (16th amendment never ratified http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6ayb02bwp0), but all attempts to enslave
and obligate another person into indefinite donations is practicing distasteful
manipulation rather than honest charity. POINT- Christians need to transform the
world for the better; not be transformed by the world for the worse!
Jobs can be created incessantly by national projects and vision of proper
stewardship of the earth; by public servants (government) auctioning publicly on
local, state and national levels whatever tasks that need doing (like the dozens I
list on blastthetrumpet.org). (unfortunately, now due to political corruption, often
government contracts are not made public at all but sold to their rich, corrupt,
greedy buddies in business (of profiteering at the expense of all the rest of us).
The criminals in politics and business partnerships that now exist simply
embezzle all the funds such as the massive missing funds annually in the
Pentagon, military/industrial complex, Halliburton so called rebuilding of IRAQ
that was clearly just blown on luxurious
partyinghttps://www.google.com/#q=halliburton+missing+billions+that+were+sup
posed+to+rebuild+iraq and
https://www.google.com/#q=halliburton+employees+caught+blowing+millions+th
at+was+to+rebuild+iraq by many corrupt persons all well documented but NO
ONE is holding all these criminals accountable! Citizens MUST unite and realize
the true POWER is in sheer numbers of unified protests by MILLIONS
nationwide; not a few thousand here and there)! That way government down
sizes from being a direct employer and funds the free competitive market. Where
does the money come from? (aforementioned, natural resources, national
products and services, people (elected officials/public servants) mint currency as
necessary for national solvency/productivity – YES! IT REALLY IS THAT
SIMPLE!)
RECAP –to avoid suffering and be blessed
1.
Teach all children the truth that they were created by God with careful
thought and intent (1Pet5:7; Is 44:2; Jer 1:5; Jer 29:11-13)
2.
Teach all children the instructions for life as found in the Holy Bible
(Deut 4:1-14; 6:1-7)
3.
Then you will have enlightened citizens in all walks of life (including
politics, law enforcement and healthcare)
4.
When suffering read Deut 28 publicly and objectively observe to see
if you are cursed or blessed thereby; if you and your nation has
strayed from the One True GOD and His Instructions for life
REPENT! Before you all suffer even more or perish!
5.
If you and the general populace is living as GOD instructs and you
are being persecuted by corrupt authorities; then you either have
NOT repented but are practicing sins behind closed doors OR you
are not praying for your leaders as instructed OR you have not
ENOUGH honorable citizens to arrest criminals WHEREVER they

6.
7.
8.

may be (even politicians, judges, war criminals, treasonous officials,
etc.)
Teach your children (and all citizens everywhere) to LOVE AND
OBEY GOD! And the rest of these problems we face will vanish!
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/Ideas.pdf
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+22%3A3740&version=NIV

http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/WhatTODOimmediately.pdf
http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/documents/PoliceState.htm
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/Ideas.pdf
polluting and poisoning the planet has become a crises threatening mass extinctions; including our own. (https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783 and https://www.google.com/#q=gmos+causing+extinction and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIMQ5lFF3m4) However, the overworked populace
habitually has shown that they have not the energy to unite until they realize their own lives are in peril if they don't. For some reason, people are
getting sick and dying and yet still do not perceive this peril. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-oraccident/544721958940101 All who are still healthy need to take a good look at how many are getting sick from diseases that never existed in our
past and realize that you are indeed in grave peril if you do not unite and effect changes for the better immediately. I suggest that people tend to rebel
against all kinds of legal mandates; however, tend to respond positively if rewarded for their actions. I suggest governments implement monetary
(significant) rewards for all who compost their organic waste; for all who separate their inorganic waste.
Waste management needs to be internationally focused on because like it or not the waste of nations affects all of us globally (all that we think, say
and do affects one another globally to greater or lesser extents). As such, technology for waste sorting into recyclables needs to be implemented and
until then massive hiring of individuals to do the task. Any material not recyclable needs to be incinerated in waste disposal refineries. I would like to
see such refineries be solar incinerators constructed of giant magnification lenses that concentrate enough heat to melt even metals almost
instantaneously. The heat from these refineries run steam powered turbines for electricity. http://www.greenfudge.org/2010/04/14/danish-incineratorsare-shining-examples-of-clean-energy-and-waste-disposal/
these need to be modified and improved until there are zero toxic emissions in the refining process and all that remains are recyclables. I would like to
see restaurants given monetary incentives for using all organic waste for composting in nearby agricultural endeavors.
http://www.drillyourownwell.com/
I would like to see free heirloom seeds provided to all citizens to combat this new attack on ecosystems and our lives through the ignorance of genetic
modification and giant monoculture farms. https://www.google.com/#q=gmos+and+monocultures+threaten+ecosystems+worldwide All citizens who
plant and maintain fruit and nut trees on their property and annual gardens rewarded monetarily. If I hear one more person ask where does money
come from; I'm tempted to slap em because they are NOT using the brain GOD gave them. Money is paper and ink, or electronic credits these days.
There is enough money to do whatever people agree to do on planet earth; the only reason you think there isn't is that the mints that print the money
have been comandeered by very evil, selfish, greedy people who horde it all to themselves to live in luxury and enslave all the rest of us.
https://www.google.com/#q=how+rothschilds%2C+rockefellers+and+morgans+own+the+world and what they think of the rest of
us... https://www.google.com/#q=how+rothschilds%2C+rockefellers+and+morgans+depopulation+efforts and
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=rothschilds%2C+rockefellers+and+morgans+depopulation+efforts&oq=rothschilds%2C+rockefellers+a
nd+morgans+depopulation+efforts&gs_l=youtube.12...1519.1519.0.2552.1.1.0.0.0.0.85.85.1.1.0...0.0...1ac.2.11.youtube.mdXEF7WV9h0
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How the oceans can clean themselves: Boyan Slat at TEDxDelft
18-year-old Boyan Slat combines environmentalism, entrepreneurism and technology...See More
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The Secret of Trees | Albert Maysles
What do trees know that we don't? 13-year-old inventor Aidan realized that trees...See More
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PLAN ON A NATIONWIDE SHUT DOWN OF ALL SERVICES (MAKING GOVERNMENT COMPLETELY INEFFECTIVE UNTIL THOSE WITH THE GUNS...See More
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Urine Powered Generator: 6 Hours Of Power On 1 Litre Of Pee
www.whydontyoutrythis.com
While the mainstream media continues to push the idea that we are facing an ener...See More
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Geert Wilders 10 points plan to save the West
themuslimissue.wordpress.com
Geert Wilders 10 points plan to save the West “… Ladies and gentlemen, I am ofte...See More
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Thanks to Israel, Dental Care and Braces are About to Become a Thing of The Past
www.israelvideonetwork.com
Israeli company gives orthodontics new bite! An Israeli company has developed a...See More
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70-Year-Old Looks 30, Reveals Fountain of Youth
www.getholistichealth.com
Her mother and grandmother both died of breast cancer at 47, and 36 years old, r...See More
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Hats off to The GreenHouse vertical farm! In a 48'x48' greenhouse, the farm grow...See More
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It's a Huge Problem Threatening Millions of Americans and This Guy Just Found Out How He Can...
www.faith.com
When some problems seem too complex, have you ever thought that maybe the best a...See More
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Exciting New Project: Rescue Christians seeks to set up Sanctuary Countries - Walid Shoebat
shoebat.com
Project, Rescue Christians, Persecution, Africa,
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A wonderful short story :: How Can We Be Happy? (Must Read)
Once a group of 50 ...See More
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Arthur's Transformation (Extended Cut) - Never, Ever Give Up!!
REMEMBER, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE! For more information on DDP YOGA, visit http://w...See More
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Free power- How to convert an old washing machine into a water powered generator
A step by step guide showing how to convert a smartdrive washing machine into a ...See More
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This Video Will Make You Think Twice Before You Judge Another Parent
www.huffingtonpost.com
Parenting is hard enough without having to face snap judgments from others. This...See More
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#itcostsverylittletobrightensomeoneelsesday
See what people are saying about itcostsverylittletobrightensomeoneelsesday
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Homemade Air Conditioner that costs almost nothing to make!
Homemade Air Conditioner that costs almost nothing to make, cools excellently an...See More
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Off Grid Info - Food Independence - Where To Get Heirloom Seeds - Non-GMO Seeds - Organic Seeds
www.off-grid.info
Off Grid Info - Giant List of Where To Get Heirloom Seeds, Non GMO seeds, Organic seeds
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How Plastic Bottles and Water Could Illuminate 1 Million Homes | EcoWatch
ecowatch.com
A solar revolution in some of the poorest areas of the Philippines began in 2011...See More
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7 Actions You NEED to Take Immediately Following an EMP Attack
viralsurvival.com
EMP is short for Electro Magnetic Pulse and possibly one of the most devastating...See More
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Wireless electricity? It's here
edition.cnn.com
Katie Hall was shocked the second she saw it: a light-bulb glowing in middle of a room with no wires attached.
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Freedom Informant Network | www.freedominfonet.net
By: Freedom Informant Network
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CancerTruth
Ty Bollinger is a Christian and devoted husband and father. He is also a license...See More
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Best Christian Muslim Debate ever !!!
A Muslim challenges Christian Ravi Zacharias about original sin. tags Best Christian Muslim Debate ever !!!
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"After unseasonably warm weather triggered unprecedented smog in Paris, official...See More
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'God's Army' - Filipino Christian Militias Fighting Back Against the Islamists
To help combat the barbaric Moro Islamic Liberation Front in the Southern Philli...See More
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Forget Doom and Gloom: Preparedness is the Ultimate Act of Optimism
www.shtfplan.com
You try for the millionth time to get them to consider stocking up on a few thin...See More
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Just by Doing These Simple Things, You Can Make the World a Better Place
www.faith.com
The world would be so much better if we all learned to say these things more often. How often do you say any of these?
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I am Going! - Mission Operation American Spring
www.oas2014.com
Register and tell us why you are going to Operation American Spring. Stand up and be counted. Silence is Consent.
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Help Rebuild the Lives of Blasphemy Victims
In Pakistan, being a Christian accu...See More
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aquaponics - YouTube
www.youtube.com
Share your videos with friends, family, and the world
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black mica water purification - YouTube
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The Lifesaver Bottle Will Save Millions Of Lives : Michael Pritchard at TEDxGateway
Michael W. Pritchard is a British born inventor, entrepreneur and public speaker...See More
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lifesaver-bottle
www.lifesaverusa.com
The LIFESAVER® bottle is the world’s first portable water bottle to remove all...See More
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Galveston Oil Spill, March 2014
Footage by: www.bunkerfilms.com Ellis Pickett is the chairman of the Surfrider Foundation in Texas: www.surfrider.org
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Mobile Uploads
Our brother Segun Ameh writes, "...please kindly help me with a laptop for wide ...See More
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Over 400 Companies that Aren't Using GMOs in their Products www.naturalcuresnotmedicine.com
Christina Sarich | Natural Society If you want to keep eating poison food, you c...See More
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Forget Everything You Know About Toilets, These 4 Designs Flush Without Water
www.takepart.com
Innovators at the Reinvent the Toilet Fair came up with seriously futuristic solutions to the world's sanitation woes.
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Romans 4:17 As it is written: "I have made you a father of many nations." He is our father in...
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